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ABSTRACT

A review of TFTR plasma transport studies is presented. Parallel transport and the

confinement of suprathermal ions are found to be relatively well described by
_heory. Cross-field transport of the thermal plasma, however, is anomalous with the

'_ momentum diffusivity being comparable to the ion thermal diffusivity and larger than

the electron thermal diffusivity in neutral beam heated discharges. Perturbative

experiments have studied non-linear dependencies in the transport coefficients and

examined the role of possible non-local phenomena. The underlying turbulence has

been studied using microwave scattering, beam emission spectroscopy and m_crowave

ref!ectometry over a much broader range in kl than previously possible. Results

_n_icaI:e the existence of large-wavelength fluctuations correlated with enhanced
= ransport.

MHD instabilities set important operational constraints. However, by modifying the |.
zurrent profile using current ramp-down techniques, it has been possible to extend

=he operating regime to higher values of both z_p and normalized _T. In addition,

=_e interaction of MHD fluctuations with fast ions, of potential relevance to _ -

_art_cle confinement in D-T plasmas, has been investigated. The installation of

=arDen-carbon composite tiles and i_rovements in wall conditioning, in particular

_ne use of Li pellet injection to reduce _he carbon recycling, continue to De
important in the improvement of plasma performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport studies have been a principal focus of the research activities on TFTR for

".wo main reasons. First, in order to achieve TFTR's research objectives during _he

D-T phase, a regime of enhanced confinement ("supershots") compared with L-mode has

6 nad to be developed to enhance the plasma reactivity (Strachan e_ al., 1987;

Hawryluk er al., 1987: Bell eC al., 1988; and Meade ec al., 1990) Second, results

from _ransport studies have important implications for the design and eventual

operation of the next generation of devices (BPX and ITER). During the past three11
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yea=s, transport studies have been given renewed em4_hasis in :he U.S. program with

the establishment o ,. national Transpol=t Task Force (TTF] (Callen et al., !990) .

Comprehensive reviews of transport issues have been recently published by the TTF

_Boozer e_ al., 1990; Wootton eC al., 1990; Burrell eC al., 1990; Houlberg et al.,

!990; Kaye et al., 1990; and Stambaugh ec al., 1990). On TFTR, detailed transpor= i
studies have been performed in a broad range of operating cond: tions (ohmic, L-mode,

supershot, pellet enhanced, and H-mode) to characterize and un(_erstand the transport

_echanisms with the goal of improving plasma performance. As will be discussed

below, these experiments have supported the pred/ctions of soml theoretical models.

However, in other areas, some of the underlying assumptions conmonly used have been

Drought into question. This paper will provide a summary of the principal transport

studies conducted on TFTR and will highllght those experimental results which a

comprehensive theory of plasma transport would have to describe.

This paper will begin by reviewing parallel transport and the confinement of

suprathermal ions, both of which are relatively well described by theory. The more

complex topic of cross-field transport of the thermal components will then be

discussed. Perturbative experiments will be described which test v_rious

theoretical models and address the role of non-linear or non-local mechanisms. In

addition, studies of confinement scaling in terms of non-dimensional parameters have

been conducted to form a physics-based approach tO predict the performance of future

machines. Studies of the underlying turbulence and the role of MHD instabilities on

:ransport and confinement will be sununarized. The paper will conclude with a brief

discussion of the development of wall conditioning techniques, which continue to

play a key role in plasma confinement experiments.

A description of the machine hardware capabilities for the experiments described

here has been given by Meade et al. (1990_. TFTR has a circular cross-section •

plasma with minor radius, a, variable from 0.4m to 0.96m and major radius, Rp,

variable from 2.1m to 3.1m. The toroidal field system is operated at the full field

rating of B T - 5.2T and plasma currents Ip up to 3M_ have been achieved. The _"

neutral beam system has injected a total power of up to PNBI - 33_. The ICH

systems have coupled into the plasma up to ?_cH " 6.3MW. The limiter system for

TFTR consists of an axlsymmetric inner-wall bumper limiter and two carbon/carbon

composite poloidal rings on the outer cross-section to protect the ICH antennas. In

early 1990, the graphite tiles in the high heat flux regions of the inner-wall

Dumper limzter were replaced with carbon-carbon fiber reinforced tiles. TFTR has

two pellet injectors. An eight barrel D 2 pellet injector, developed and built by

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, produces pellets of 3, 3.5 and 4 mm diameter ai=

• speeds of -l.5km/sec. A two barrel lithium or carbon pelle_ injector developed,

built and operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, produces 2mm pellets a_

0.Skm/sec for fuelingA diagnostic, and wall coating experiments.

The experiments which will be described principally involve auxiliary heated

_ischarges in _he supershot, L-mode and H-mode regimes. Plasma parameters extend up

=o T_(0) - 35keV, Te(0) - 12keV, n.(0) - 1.2 x 1020m -) producing D-D neutron rates up

tO 5 x 1016/nec in supershots. The fusion parameter ne(0)_ETi(0) in supershot

plasmas has reached values of 4.4 x 1020m-3.sec.keV. Hot-ion plasmas combining

peaked density profiles with the edge characteristics of H-mode plas_s have been

produced in circular cross-section discharges yielding ne(0)_zTL(0) values

characteristic of supershots (Bush et al., 1990). With deuterium-pellet injection,

central densities of 5 x 1020m -3 have been achieved enabling the study of high •

density discharges as well.



II. PARALLEL TRANSPORT

The plasma response to the inductive electric field and other sources of current is

analyzed using the neoclassical (classical Spitzer resistivity plus trapped-particle

effects) Ohm's law obtained from parallel electron momentum balance (Hirshman and

Sigmar, 1981). On TFTR, Zarnstorff et al. (1990a) found the plasma surface voltage

g in ohmically-heated discharges to be in good agreement with the predictions of

neoclassical resistivity and in disagu_ement with the predictions of classical

resistivity when the measured temperature profile, Ze_, equilibrium parameters and

the calculated bootstrap current (15% of Ip) were taken into account. This

agreement is in contrast with the observed cross-field electron transport which is

typically much larger (>i00) than neoclassical predictions. In these experiments,

_he collision frequency v: tr - a/2) was varied from 0.07 to 2, enabling a detailed

test to be made of the predictions of the neoclassical resistivity over the

transition from the banana into the plateau regime.

During moderate current ramps (dip/dr _ IMA/s) both the surface voltage and the

location of the q - 1 surface are well predicted on the basis of neoclassical

resistivity. Fredrickson eC al. (1987) performed current penetration studies with

higher current ramping rates, up to 3.2MA/s. In these cases, bursts of MHD activity

were observed during the ramp as q(a) crossed rational values of 5, 4.5 and 4. A

small disruption was observed at the q(a) - 4 crossing which was accompanied by a

drop in the electron temperature. The resulting increase in the calculated

resistivity due to the rapid change in the electron temperature enhanced th_!

calculated current penetration, and resulted in good agreement with the experiment

without having to postulate anomalous current diffusion. Current diffusion has not

been studied during the initial 200ms of the discharge, when the current ramp rate

is faster (dip/dr _ 5MA/s).

Currents driven by density and temperature gra41ents (bootstrap current) and by

unthermalized beam ions due to unbalanced (co- and counter-tangential) injection are

qf also well predicted by neoclassical theory. These have been extensively studied by
Zarnstorff er al. (1987, 1988a) and Scott er al. (1989) who found good agreement

with neoclassical predictions using the time-dependent analysis code TRANSP

(Hawryluk, 1980; Goldston er al., 1981). In Fig. i, the measured surface voltages

in two discharges are compared with predictions of neoclassical theory for nearly

balanced injection (Fig. la) in which the bootstrap current is predicted to De

dominant (up to 65%), and with co-injected neutral beams only (Fig. lh) in which the

beam-driven current dominates. In evaluating the co- only injection discharge, it

• was necessary to include the effects of the measured toroidal plasma rotation on

beam deposition and slowing-down of the beam ions to obtain agreement. The

agreement with theory in these experiments has given strong support to the models

presently used to calculate the bootstrap and the beam driven current in future

devices such as BPX and ITER.

III. FAST ION CONFINEMENT

Cross-field transport of fast ions (beam injected ions, multi-MeV fusion products

and ._inority ions heated by ICH) comparable to that for the thermal plasma would

have substantial implications not only for the interpretation of present experiments

but also for reactor requirements. This topic has been extensively studied on TFTR.

An elegant experiment by Radeztsky ec al. (1988), using tangential neutral beams

in_ected into the edge of a discharge and a tangentially viewing detector to measure

the charge-exchange neutral flux, placed an upper bound on the diffusivity of

_assing fast ions (30-90keV) of D_j_ < 0.05m2/s. Recently, short (-20ms) pulses of

injected beam ions were used to study the confinement of both passing and trapped
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particles (90keV) (Scott et al., 1990; Heidbrink et al., 1991). The decay rate of

_he fusion neutron production following the pulse was found to agree well with

"_.heoretical calculations based on classical slowing down and no radial diffusion.

An upper bound on the radial transport was inferred to be 0.1m2/s. This conclusion

was also supported by measurements of the neutron entission profile and measurements

_f cnarge-exchange neutrals along two vertically viewing chords.
Q

Measurements of the ICH-generated energetic icns in TFTR indicate that these trapped

ions experience very little radial transport compared to the strong anomalous

transport of the thermal plasma. Figure 2 shows the measured flux of 100keV

hydrogen to a charge-exchange detector viewing vertically through the plasma at a

major radius of 3.23m (- Rp + 0.65a, with R_ - 2.61m and a - 0.96m for this plasma),

as a function of the cyclotron resonance layer position. Since the detector is

viewing perpendicular to the magnetic field, iu sees particles which have charge-

exchanged at their banana tips. The ICH accelerates the hydrogen primarily in Vl,

thus producing a very large signal when the resonance layer is directly over the

_etector. Figure 2 presents the predicted flux (normalized at R - 3.2m) from a

:omprehensive bounce-averaged quasilinear Fokker-Planck code (Hammett, 1986). This

code is coupled to a full-wave ICH deposition code (Sm/the et al., 1987) which

:alculates the propagation and deposition of the fast wave. The measurements can be

matched with Dfas_ - 0.05m2/s, which is larger than the neoclassical prediction,

-0. 01m2/s, but roughly consistent with the transpcrt expected to be caused by

toroidal field ripple. Nevertheless, the fast ions experience very little cross-

field transport relative to the electron thermal diffusivity, _e, which was im2/s.

I0t4 I''' 'I''''I'"'I''''I''''I''''I'"'I''''

• D = 1.0ma/s
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Fig. 2 Charge-exchange measurements of 100kev resonant

minority ions as a function of the location of the ICH

resonance layer compared with the results of Fokker-
Planck calculations for different levels of radial

. transport.



Fast tritons produced by d(d,p)t reactions at IMeV, which slow down primarily by

electron drag, may undergo subsequent t(d,n)_ reactions to produce !4MEV neutrons.

?Re triton burnup fraction (in steady-state, the ratio of the D-T neutron to the D-D

neutron rate) ks a very sensitive function of triton slowing down and confinement.

7he ratio of %he measured triton burnup fraction to the expected fraction is less %

%nan one and tends to decrease (to about 0.3) in ciischarges with long slowing-down

%imes (Scott ec al., 1990c). The aiscrepancy is consistent with a radial diffusion

:sefficient of -0.1m2/s. Radial diffusion of fast fusion products at this rate in

:_e burning plasmas of BPX or ITER would not be a severe loss, due to the relatively

snort thermalization times for fusion alpha particles.

Direc_ measurements of the loss of MeV D-D fusion products (tritons and protons)

near the bottom of the vacuum vessel wall (45"-90 ° below the outer midplane) and

lust below the midplane are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The loss of fusion products

away from the midplane is consistent with the expected first-orbit loss in MHD

quiescent discharges and is observed to decrease with increasing current (Zweben e¢

al., 1990). (The effects of MHD on fast particle behavior will be discussed in Sec.

viii). The cross-field diffusivity of passing particles above 0.5MEV has been shown

_o De D_as_ _ 0.1m2/s (Zweben eC al., 1991). A midplane probe has been used

lo study loss associated with toroidal field stochastic ripple diffusion (Boivin
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Fig. 4 Ratio of the measured ion loss to the total neutron
flux versus plasma current for a probe mounted near the

midplane for the same scan shown in Fig. 3. The

predicted losses due to bad orbits and toroidal field

ripple stochastic diffusion are shown.

ec al., 1991). This is a potentially important transport mechanism because, when

the ripple strength exceeds about 0.1%, the bounce point of the energetic ion

diffuses vertically u_til the ion hits the wall. Initial modeling of the TF ripple

diffusion and the experimental measurements are in reasonable accord, as shown in

• Fig. 4 for the same data set as in Fig. 3, confirming the presence of the losses

predicted by Goldston, White, and Boozer (1981). The difference between the model

and the experimental results is believed to be due to the location of the detector,

which is placed outside the RF limiter radius, but well inside the first wail. The

Setector can sample part of the confined ion population, explaining qualitatively

:na additional flux at medium currents.

The lack of strong anonu|lous transport for the fast ions, as found in all of these

measurements, is believed to be the result of two effects. The dominant reason is

that, in the absence of high-frequency MHD, e.g., Alfv_nic fluctuations such as the

loroidal Alfven eigerunode (TAE) or kinetic ballooning modes, the_e are no resonant

modes for _he fast ions in these experiments (Efthimion ec al., 1989; Biglari and

Shen, 1991). This favorable circumstance may not be satisfied in the D-T phase of

TFTR operation, where u-particles are expected _o destabilize both TAE and kinetic

ballooning modes, as will be discussed in Tec. VIII. A secondary factor is that

even if _he resonance condition could be satisfied, orbit-averaging effects, which

q



occur when the ion banana width is large compared to the turbulence correlation

length, reduce the driving force (Mynick and Duvall, 1989).

IV. CRO$$-W_ELD TRANSPORT

B

Cross-field transport studies have been conducted over a large parameter range

(0.3 < Ip < 3MA, 1 < BT < ST, 0.4 < a < 0.9m, 2.1 < Rp < 3.1m, PNSl _ 33MW, and

PICH _ 6.3MW) and in many operating regimes (L-mode, supershot, H-mode, and with

pellet injection%. Furthermore, a sophisticated set of profile diagnostics with

good spatial and temporal uesolution has enabled us to conduct perturbation

experiments to test various theoretical models.

The results from the steady-state transport studies, which have been described in

_etail by Scott eC al. (1989, 1990a-c), Zarnsuorff e_ al. (1989a,b) and Efthim/on ec

al. (igPlb), will be briefly summarized. The effective ion heat diffusivity,

_ m -ql/n_VTl, is large compared with _he neoclassical value (Fonck ec al.,

i%89), a result slm/far to _he DIII observations by Groe_ner et al. (1985). The
et_

electron, _, and momentum _0 diffusivities are also much larger _han

neoclassical. In general, _ - _ff • _ i_ both the supershot regime, in which

_he density profile is highly peaked on axis, and in the L-mode regime wi_h broad

_ensity profiles. This is shown in Fig. 5. AS the density profile peakedness

ne(0)/<ne> is varied from 1.5 to 3 largely by changes in wall recycling, _he

resulting discharge cond/_ions vary continuously from the L-mode _o the supershot

regime wi_h variations of _/_ from i to 3, where Z_ is the prediction of L-mode

scaling (Goldston, 1984). During this process, _ is reduced by a factor up _o

eight within r < a/2 whereas _f_ is reduced by a factor of only about two. The

particle diffusivity (ignoring possible pinches} is of the same order as _f! in the •

plasma core _ - (2 - 2.5) " D"_! at r/a - 0.27 and decreases as the density

profile peakedness increases. In t_e core of high current supershot discharges,

both _ and _ft decrease with increasing neutral beam power despite the fact that

_he usual driving terms (T_, T., n_, _ .... ) all increase. •

ion energy transport becomes so low in the core of supershot plasmas thac heat

conduction is negligible compared to convection. This contrasts with the usual

situation in L-mode discharges where conduction dominates. The strong central

fueling by the beam particles provides a well defined source of particles and heat,

which in steady-state is balanced by an outward flux. The ratios Qe/_.T_ and

_il_T_ (where Q and _ are _he respective hea_ and particle fluxes; yield upper

_ounds on _he m/nimum value of the ratio of heat transport by convection to particle

flux for each species (Zarns_orff e_ al., 1988b; 1989a) . It is found that i_

supershots, the upper bound on the minimum value of Qi/_AT i is -3/2 for balanced and

_ounter-beam injection, though for highly-rotating plasmas with co-only injection

_ne upper bound is _I. The upper bound on the minimum value of Qe/FeTe is typically

-2 independent of the direction of beam injection. The values of these upper bound

ratios are found to increase with minor radius, corresponding to an increase of

_onduction compared with convection, assunuing thac the multiplier on the convection

term does not change with manor radius. Comparing the measured ratio of

Q(r)/Y(r;T(r; with theory appears to be a promising tech_ique for e_aluating

_ifferent models o_ anomalous transport.

e_
The relationships between _, _, _ and the _rticle diffusivities, as well as

%he upper bound on the convective heat flux, place significant constraints on

_heoretical _ransport models. The observation that _ < _ - _is consistent

with _he predictions for elecnrostatically-driven transport, lt is inconsistent

wi_ VIIB _ransport being _he predominant mechanism _nroughout the plasma,

although an electromagnetic model in which the turbulence is intermittent or _he
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transport alonq stochastic field lines occurs in some regions where the surfaces are

destroyed, while other intac_ regions provide an effective transport barrier, may

stall De possible. However, for models in which transport along stochastic magnetic

fields determine the transport, the minimum ratio of Q,/r,T, should be of order

- Vmi/me whereas for the electrostatic driven transport Qe/FeT, - 1.5. Once again

the data suggests tha_: electrostatic turbulence is dominant, at least in the case of

supershots.

O



Analysis of momentum transport avoids some of the complications associated with the Q

analysis of heat transport because the convective momentum loss is much less

important and the ine-tia of electrons is not significant. In addition, it provides

further insight into another important plasma property. The central rotation speed

_uring neutral beam heating modulated at 5Hz (Scott eC al., 1987) showed a clear #

modulation with centrally-weighted heating. During modulated edge-weighted heating,

in which _he beam deposition profile peaked at ria - 0.6, the central rotation

velocity showed a simple secular rise. This behavior is consistent with a simple

diffusive momentum transport mechanism (without a momentum pinch) with a _0 that

is a factor of -2 higher during central heating than during edge heating. The

observation that the final rotation speed attained after 3 beam cycles of edge-

heating was fully 2/3 of that attained during central-heating implies that diffusive

transport of momentum must dom/nate in this experiment over all local momentum

damping mechanisms (e.g. ripple, charge-exchange) as well as any outwardly directed

momentum flows (i.e. a positive pinch velocity).

The diffusive nature of momentum transport is also apparent in the evolution of the

velocity profile v0(R) from an edge-peaked to a flat profile during the first 500ms

of constant edge heating as shown in Fig. 6 (Takase, e_ al., 1991). 5im/lar to the

modulated-beam data, the measured velocity profile can De reproduced without

introducing a momentum pinch. Interestingly, the velocity profile "fills in" from

the edge in an apparently diffusive manner, while the inferred (neoclassical)

electrostatic potential increases secularly with time, due to the increasing

velocity. This indicates that momentum transport cannot be driven by a relaxation

of the electrostatic potential, as would be expected for example from ripple or

electromagnetic turbulence coupled to the wall. $im/larly, we observe no changes in

local temperatures and no changes in local heat-transport coefficients in rotating

or quasi-stationary L-mode plasmas if the rotation speed is perturbed by transiently

altering the mix of co- and counter-injecting beams (at constant PNBI) •

The variation of IE with aspect ratio (2.8 < R/a < 8.0) has been studied by Grisham

ec al. (1990, 1991) in L-mode plasmas. The confinement time deduced from the

diamagnetic measurement is in reasonable agreement with the ITER power scaling

relationship (Yushmanov ec al., 1990) multiplied by a factor 0.8 - 0.85. However,

the confinement deduced from detailed kinetic profile measurements yields a more

favorable dependence on aspect ratio, rE _ R (1.7 " 1.8, a o' closer to the scaling of

Goldston (19_4). In this experiment, an especially interesting observation is that

%cf[ is better described as a function of the local inverse aspect ratio (8 - r/R)

than as a function of normalized minor radius (r/a) . This data suggests that

• increasing inverse aspect ratio, rather than the local value of electron temperature

or q, is responsible for the enhanced transport in the plasma periphery. The

isotope dependence of cross-field transport was also studied in a series of ohmic

and L-mode NBI discharges. The scaling of energy confinement with ion mass is found

to De weaker than expected: for TFTR I_ _ A 0.24 whereas for ITER-P IE _ A 0.5 Due

_o the difficul_y in changing from deuterium to hydrogen in TFTR, there was a

significant concentration (25 - 55%) of deuterium in the nominally hydrogen

discharges that has been taken into account in deriving the exponent for the mass.

V. PERTURBATION EXPERIMENTS

The radial variation of particle and heat fluxes (and the resulting variation of the

density and temperature profiles) has been explored in a series of perturbation

experiments. Electron particle and thermal transport coefficients were measured

during a controlled scan in which the plasma temperature was varied by a factor of 2

while the electron density, plasma current, and torcidal magnetic field were held #

constant (Efthim/on e_ al., 1991a). The purpose was to deform/no if there is any

I0
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explicit temperature dependence of electron transport in auxiliary heated plasmas.

The particle transport was measured wi_h a perturbative gas puffing technique. A

small amount of gas is introduced at the edge during a steady-sta_e beam-heated

plasma and the time evolutions of the density profile and the particle sources are

used to ascertain the particle transport coefficients. The analysis uses a general

flux re!auionship that allows for nonlinear transport which is fitted to the

experimental particle flux over the time of the perturbation at each plasma rad/us:

SF - (a_/aVn)SVn + ( aFlan)_n where the transport coefficients are in terms of these

o partial derivatives. Previously, Efthimion ec al. (1989) analyzed the perturbed

flux with the assumption that F - -DVn + vn which inherently assumed that D and the

p_nch veiociuy v are weak functions of n and Vn. This assumption has been found to

Ze incorrect. _n the temperature scan, the electron thermal diffusivity profile,

• %_f_(r), was obtained from equilibrium power balance analysis. The analysis of _he

11



partic!e and heat transport coefficients yields local temperature dependencies

varying as Te _ where _ - 1.5 - 2.5. Quasilinear models of m/croinstability theory •

have predicted this observed temperature dependence (Rewoldt and Tang, 1990) for the

_oroidal drift mode destabilized by the combined influence of trapped electrons and

ion temperature gradients. Zt should be noted that _eff _ TI.5 would result in TE - •
p._Bi-0.6 which is approximately consistent with the widely observed L-mode

confinement power scaling.

Taking the partial derivatives of the particle fluxes _F/%Vn and %F/%n at each

_adius one can look for additional dependencies in the data. The two partial

derivatives normalized to "_e temperature dependence vary with m/nor radius by

factors of 30 to 50. There are few parameters that can fit the radial variations,

and comply with the constraint _/_n(_F/_Vn) - _/%Vn(_F/_n). The parameters that do

satisfy the cross-partial constraint and the large variation in the normalized

partial derivatives are the density and temperature scale lengths. The functional

' fits to the partial derivatives are integrated to obtain the form of the total

particle flux. The best fits to the data are fluxes of the form

(_Te (I'5 " 2"5) /neL,2) Vn, and (_Te (1"5 " 2"S)/neL,LTe)Vn in addition to a pinch term on

the order of the neoclassical value. The strong scale-length dependence can be
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reduced if the local q is included in the expressions. These expressions are

consistent with electrostatic turbulent transport models (Ross et al., 1987).

whether the highly nonlinear dependence of the particle flux on density scale length

and other terms indicated by the gas puff perturbation experiments is consistent

with the density profile response to much larger amplitude perturbations has been

s_udied using the relaxation of density profiles following deuterium pellet

injection (Hulse e_ al., 1991). A beam-heated plasma fueled by six pellets

presented a wide range of density scale lengths, including evolution from strongly

hollow to strongly peaked profiles with a central'density up to -10 times that in

the gas puff experizL_ts. As shown in Fig. 7, the evolution of the density profile

following one of the pellets is reasnnably well predicted using a transport model

with the same functional form as that derived from the gas puff analysis. While the

present level of agreement does not provide proof that this particular transport

model is uniquely correct, it does provide encouragement that highly nonlinear

models consistent with theoretical expectations for electrostatic turbulent

transport =an De used to interpret and model density transport over a substantial

range of plasma conditions. However, in the core of supershot discharges, this

particular model overestimates the observed fluxes.

A related transport issue of considerable importance to ITER is the transport of

trace impurities, in particular helium and iron. Charge-exchange recombination

spectroscopy (Synakowski e¢ al., 1990; .Stratton, e_ al., 1991) has b_sn used to

measure the evolution of the helium and helium-like iron profiles after either the

_njection of a short gas puff or the injection of iron using the laser-blow-off

technique. There are important differences between the behavior of the electron
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perturbation and impurities. As shown in Fig. 8, the helium density and the

_er_urbed electron density are found to have a different temporal behavior

suggesting _hat the background ions (deuterium and carbon) are responding to achieve

charge neutrality. In addition, as shown in Fig. 9, the helium profile in the

supershot _ischarge is found to be peaked despite the fact that the fueling is from •
:he edge for both the L-mode and the supershot discharges. The intrinsic carbon

impurity profile in the supershot discharges is also peaked. This data suggests

that the He flux should be described by both a diffusive and convective flux since

:he source term on axis is negligible Assuming that FH. - - DH.VnHe + TH.nHe , then

both DHe and vHe increase with minor radius. The resulting value of vHe is

significantly larger than the predicted neoclassical value and OHe - _f_. Sim/lar

:esu!ts have been obtained in iron impurity injection experiments. The difference

_n transport between the electrons and impurities is qualitatively consistent with

_etailed computations of toroidal drift m/croinstabilities of the type described by

_ewoldt and Tang (1990). In this quasi-linear analysis, electrostatic fluctuations

are primarily driven by the spatial gradients of the electrons and ions. These

fluctuations in turn account for the transport of the impurity ions. Initial

calculations indicate that if the calculated value rH. were fit to a form of -DHe V

nile _ vxe nM., then a significant value of th_ inward pinch would result.
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The previous discussion suggests that the simple model of transport driven by

electrostatic drift instabilities could account for the experimentally observed

:rends. However, the use of such simple analysis estimates cannot be universally

justified because the observed experimental values can vary over a large range in

collisionality, density scale length, and _ among other parameters of importance. 9

In supershot discharges, _t_(r - a/3) is found to decrease with increasing

14



_emperature as the density scale length decreases from that in L-mode discharges.

This is in marked contrast with the results found in L-mode discharges: here both

t Det: and _t_ increase with increasing temperature. These trends are shown in Fig.

13. For comparison, the upper bound on the transport of fast ions ks shown. Using

the same kinetic stability code descriDed earlier, Tang and Rewoldt (1991) have

calculated the temperature variation of the diffusivity in L-mode discharges with

_ Dr_ad density profiles and in supershot discharges with peaked density profiles.

These initial results are encouraging in that they indicate the expected unfavorable

_on :emperature dependence in L-mode but a weak (though not favorable) dependence in

supershot discharges. The well known difficulties with electrostatic models are the

variation with m/nor radius and the scalings with density, toroidal field, plasma

current and ion mass. While experimentally the thermal diffusivity increases

signifizant!y with m/nor radius, the electrostatic models predict that it should

decrease with radius, particularly over the outer half of the plasma. Recent

_ensity scans in !CH and beam-heated L-mode discharges at fixed power and current

are not consistent with a simple analytic relationship of the form _i_ . Tc(!.5 -

2"51/(Lne2n e) or Te (1"5 " 2"5)/(LneLTenel where we define _e_ •_(ql . qe)/(n£VT£ + no_

Te) . The thermal stored energy at fixed power scales weakly with _e which is

inconsistent with _e_f _ Te 2 since Te(0) is nearly inversely proportional to _he

density. Detailed analysis of these density scans will provide another test of the

_Anetic stability code in the near future.

FAg. i0 Z_ t_ versus ion temperature for L-mode and supershot

discharges compared with the theoretical predictions of

Tang and Rewoldt (1991). The upper bound for the

° diffusivity of fast ions, discussed in _ec. III, is
also shown.
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The observatlon of enhanced confinement in experiments with peaked density profiles

(pellet-fueled, IOC, counter neutral beam injection on ASDEX, supershots, and the •

JET _EP mode) and the improvement of confinement in the ion channel has focused

attention on the role of ion ten%perature gradient driven turbulence (ITGDT). (See

5tamDaugn e_ al., 1990 for a review of work in this area.) This was reinforced by

tna work of Zarnstorff eC al. (1989b) who observed that in TFTR supershots in

steady-state _i " _i ¢ as pred/cted by Romanelli (1989) and Hahm and Tang (1989),

although the predicted radial profile and magnitude of _i for ITGDT werl found to be

in disagreement with experimental measurement in L-mode cLischarges. This motivated

a series of experiments (Zarnstorff eC al. 1990b, 1990c; Efthim/on e_ al. 1991) in

which a supershot target, where initially Mi " _i c, was perturbed by the injection

of either carbon or deuterium pellets or by a short burst of gas such that _i became

transiently much larger than _ic. As a result of the perturbation, Lne increased by

a factor of -8 and &he T i profile became slightly steeper (LT£ deczeased). What was

expected was a dramatic increase in the value of _L, that would force the profiles

back to "marginal stability" (_i "_ic), since the predicted value for the ion heat

transport was much larger than observed. The analysis by Zarnstorff et al. (1990b)

using TRANSP indicates that _[_ was not changed by the perturbation. Analytic

fluid-type calculations of _i for the fully turbulent ITGDT transport (Biglari e_

al., 1990) are a factor of 3 to 30 greater than observed implying that marginal

stability should be enforced. However, kinetic quasi-linear numerical calculations

(Rewoldt and Tang, 1990) in toroidal geometry of drift-modes driven by both ion

temperature &radiants and electron dynamics indicate that the total transport

associated wi_h the most unstable modes should be approximately unchanged by the

perturbation and that the transp,)rt is much lower than the fluid predictions. These

results suggest that nonlinear fluid theories of ITGDT transport might be brought

into agreement with the experiment by a better treatment of toroidal and kinetic

effects. In any case, further work is required to develop a reliable predictive •

capability for the observed transport.

Empirical global scaling relationships fit a broad range of experimental (L-mode) r
v

conditions from various machines reasonably well. However, a similar unifying

relationship for the local diffusivity has not been achieved. As discussed above,

this may De a consequence of the transport fluxes being highly nonlinear or perhaps

being enforced by a marginal stability requirement. Another possibility is that the

transport is non-local, meaning that the local transport coefficients are determined

not Dy local quantities (such as w', _. L,e or LTi etc.) but by the value of such

quantities elsewhere within the discharge. One example of non-local phenomena is

the profile redistribution associated with the sawtooth instability. The

possibility that non-local transport may play a role in the quiescent region of a

discharge has been raised by an old result and has been Drought to attention by

several recent experiments as well. Previously, Fredrickson et al. (1987) and

Taylor er al. (1989) reported that the electron temperature scale length is a weak

function of heating profiles and, outside the q - 1 surface is a weak function of q.

This concept of "profile consistency" (or rather "profile resiliency", w_ich

recognizes the fact that the profiles are not rigidly constant) provides a good

description of the electron temperature profile. In L-mode discharges, Scott e_ al.

(!990c) observed that _ and _ decreased everywhere when the plasma current was

increased. This is surprising because %he calculated current density in the core

_oes not change appreciably as the plasma current is increased due to _he sawteeth

phenomena. One might, therefore, have expected the change to be predon%inantly in

the outer half of the plasma wher_ the change in the current density, or q profile,

is greatest.

The above results, _ogether with the theoretical problem that electrostatic drift

wave models do not predict the observed current scaling, motivated an experiment by t
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Zarnstorff e_ al. (1990b) to perturb the current profiles locally and to evaluate

now the local transport evolved. Plasmas in approximate steady-state were

zontrasted with cases where rp was rapidly changed from 2MA to IMA or vice-versa

during 2 seconds of balanced neutral-beam heating, as shown in Fig. Ii. During the

steady state and Ip ramp-down conditions, the lAne-average density, _e, was

w maintained at a constant value by gas puffing. The rapid change in Ip produces

large transient variations of the inferred JW and q profiles as demonstrated by the

change in the calculated internal inductance i L. The energy confinement times, TE,

of the constant-current plasmas are in good agreement with L-mode scaling.

Following the current rampdown or rampup, the energy confinement time does not

follow the L-mode relationship (ZEh _ Zp), but relaxes towards it only on a time-scale

comparable to the resistive equilibration time, which is several seconds for the

case shown, much longer than the energy confinement time itself. Since Bp and q

near the edge of the plasma depend on Ip and not (to lowest order) on the current

profile, this indicates that lp scaling is not due to a direct dependence on the

edge value of these quantities.
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The evolution of the current profile in these plasmas has been calculated by TBJkNSP.

The calculations indicate _hat a skin current penetrates to ~ a/2 (for the plasma

s_own) during the available beam-heating pulse. This is confirmed by the observed
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evolution of the sawtooth inversion radius, indicative of the q - 1 rad/us, which i5

just beginning to change at the end of the beam-heating pulse. The changes in the q

profile are calculated to transiently increase (decrease) the shear _ - (r/q)_q/_r

Dy a factor of -2 during the lp decrease (increase) sequence. During the change in

:= and the resistive penetration of the current perturbation, the measured Te, 7.• -.t

and n e profiles are not affected until the current perturbation reaches the plasma

core (r/a < 0.5). As a consequence, the experimentally inferred _ do not change,

implying that the transport in the outer region (r > a/2) cannot depend strongly onA

the local Jll, q, or s. In particular, these observations imply that, as presently

understood, transport due to resistive ballooning modes (Carreras and DianuDnd, 1989)

(which varies as .q8/3/_), neoclassical pressure-grac[ient turbulence (Kwon, Diamond,

and Biglari 1990) (which varies as ~q7/3/_), or the Rebut-Lallia model (Rebut e_

al., 1989) (which varies as (VTe - C)q/_ with C varying as j,_/2/q), cannot De

significant in these plasmas in this region. These observations indicate that L-

mode Ip scaling is due to the current profile in the core of the plasma%_erhaps

near the q - I surface. Thus, the observed steady-state dependence of _e on rp

across the entire profile must be due eithe: le an addltlonal parameter, correlated

with Zp in steady state, or a non-local transport dependence on the current profile,

pernaps due to a global instability or _'adial turbulence propagation. In add/tion,

_hey indicate that confinement can be substantially enhanced (or degraded) relative

to L-mode scaling for a fixed lp value h_ modifying the current profile.

VI. NONDIMENSIONAL SCALING EXPERIMENTS

Scaling studies cast in the form of nondimensional parameters not only offer the

promise oi providing a more physics-based approach to extrapolating to a future

device, but may provide insight into the nature of the turbulence responsible for

_he transport. General considerations developed by Kadomtsev (1975) imply that

global confinement should vary according to: _iZE - F(p', v', _, Ze£_, q, ..... )

where _i is the ion gyro frequency and F is a function of averages over the profile

of "nondimensional" quantities. Perkins (1990) has identified 19 nondimensional

parameters which could potentially influence transport. On TFTR, scans in which all

Duc one of these nondimensional quantities were held constant were performed (Waltz

ec al. 1990a). Scans in the normalized gyroradius, Q" - ps/a - (2Te(0)m£)i/2/eBa for

reactor typical values of q, _, and v" - but not p" itself - have been performed and

are of particular interest for extrapolating to future devices. Theories which

involve fine-scale turbulence with resgect to p" would be expected to follow gyro-

=educed Bohm scaling: AgS _ (P_ _i) (ps/L)Fg B where Fg B is a function of

dimens:onless parauneters and L is a local scale length. Transport due to long

_avelength turbulence with respect to the device size would be Bohm-like with: X s
cp__}FB

Zomparing confinement in discharges which have q, _ and v, the same while varying

the normalized gyroradlus, p', requires that the following conditions be met in a BT

scan at fixed plasma size: n _ B 4/3 and T = B 2/3. Then p" varies as B-2/3. In such

a scan, g_ro-reduced Bohm scaling pred/cts _£ _ B whereas Bohm scaling predicts _£=

B I/3 The experimental challenge in these experiments is to obtain the plasma

conditions which maintain all other relevant dimensionless parameters constant.

Two different Q" scans have been performed on TFTR, at a low and a high value of the

normalized density ne/BT 4/3 In acklition, scan in V" have been performed. In the p"

scans, as B T and ne were increased, the power necessary to maintain the tenloerature

at T _ BT2/3 scaled approximately as BT2 . Within each scan, the global confinement

was unchanged, consistent with L-mode scaling and closer to Bohm than gyro-Bohm

predictions. Experiments on DIII-D have shown sinuilar results for global

confinement but the local diffusivity in _hose experiments showed a BT scaling t
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zloser to gyro-Bohm (Waltz ec al., 1990b) . The most recent DIII-D experiments

_ndicate that the local thermal diffusivity could be represented by either Bohm and

• _yro-Bohm scaling (DeBoo et al. 1991). In the TFTR p" scans, values of _e_ show no

significant scaling with BT, consistent with the weak scaling predicted by Bohm but

inconsistent with gyro-Eohm scaling.

Another way to look at :he scaling of local transport, which does not involve taking

radial derivatives of experimental data, is to consider the power flow qexp(r) -

Qi(r) . Qe(r) through a magnetic surface normalized to what one would expect for

gyro-Bohm and Bohm scaling when temperature profile shapes do not vary: qexp/qgs "

[(a2-r2)/rSR] . e282qexp/32_ElnTeS/2H I/2 and qexp/qB - Q'(qexp/qq8). Here the radial

factor in brackets is introduced for convenience to avoid a large range of values in

Fig. 12, which shows the normalized power flows of the two predictions for the low

and nigh density p" scan and the v" scan. The Bohm-like scaling better describes

the observed dependences. The v, scan shows the power flow to be independent of

collisionality, at least when v, < i. Analysis of the uncertainty in the evaluation

of qexp/qsonm indicates that most of the -carter at r - 0.5m could be attributed to

the uncertainty in the diagnostic measurera_nts and it is approximately constant with

.T_nor radius. In the p" scans, the electron and ion temperature profile shapes were

fairly constant; however, in the v" scan, though the electron temperature profile

shape remained constant, the ion temperature profile shape did vary systematically.

For these L-mode discharges the power flow through the ion channel dom/nates. This

suggests that the electron temperature shou'.d be replaced by the ion temperature in

the expressions for normalized power flow. When this is done, the Bohm

normalization again describes the data better, although there is a somewhat larger

scatter in the data. These results suggest that long wavelength turbulence is

primarily responsible for cross-fleld transport in these L-mode plasmas.

VII. TURBULENCE STUDIES

The inference that the transport is due to electrostatic instabilities has motivated.d

the development of diagnostics to study density perturbations. Three principal

_iagnostics, microwave scattering, beam emission spectroscopy, and microwave

reflectometry have been used. The extraordinary mode microwave scattering system

(Bretz ec al., 1988) is the most established of these techniques. Scattering in all

regimes in the plasma interior shows that the fluctuation spectrum is dominated by

values of k I < 4cm "_, which are not spatially well resolved by microwave scattering

(Peebles ec al., 1990). The measured k-spectrum falls approximately as kl "3 in

• ohm/c, L-mode and supershot discharges. In o_mlc discharges the apparent width of

the spectrum in frequency is generally somewhat greater than _ • keTe/eBtL n with a

shift, _s, always in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. In ohmic

Sischarges, the largest shifts, _s/_e up to 4, have been observed in high density

plasmas (he > 3 x I019m-3). In beam-heated discharges, toroidal plasma rotation

dom/nates the form of the frequency spectrum due to the instrumental averaging of

_he rotation profile over the scattering volume. The estimated magnitude of 8ne/n e

- 0.3% at r/a - 0.3 is in approximate agreement with the mixing length estimate

i/<kl>L where L - _. This is consistent with theoretical estimates based on

collisionless trapped electron mode turbulence. The scattered power at r/a - 0.3

for a fixed value of kl " 4.2cm -I (k£@ s - 0.5) has been found to increase with

neutral beam heating power in L-mode discharges.

" The beam emission spectroscopy diagnostic (BES) diagnostic measures plasma density

fluctuations by observing the fluorescence emitted from a neutral beam as it impacts

the plasma (Paul and gonck, 1990). The observed light from the Du transition
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(n - 3 _ 2), a result of collisiotr'al excitation with the plasma ions, is

_rcpor_ional _o the fluctuating density. This diagnostic enables the measurement of

l_ng wavelength turbulence (kI < 2cm "I) with good spatial resolution (<2cm) • Kecent

:esults are presented a_ this meeting by Fonck e_ al. (1991) on L-mode discharges.

in _ne edge region, the density perturbations are large (_/n - !0%) and decrease to

I% for 0.5 < r/a < 0.9. The radial and poloidal correlation lengths decrease

w_n minor radius from values of about 10cm at r/a - 0.5 to 2cm at ria - I.
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Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 13, during a power scan in L-mode discharges, the

density fluctuation amplitude at r/a - 0.7 is found to De inversely correlated with

the energy confinement time whereas no variation in _n/n with %£ is observed at the

edge (r/a > 0.95). This data indicates the existence of large-scale fluctuations

zorrelated with enhanced transport. Such fluctuations are poorly resolved spatially

by _crowave scattering techniques. Trapped-ion modes (Diamond and Biglari, 1990;

Biglari and Diamond 1991, and references therein) are theoretically predicted to

t have these characteristics. Further microinstability calculations, which take into

account long radial wavelength propeuties in toroidal geometry (Marchand et al.,

1980), will be performed.
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Fig. 13 Amplitude of local density fluctuations in L-mode

discharges versus total confinement time for a) an

interior region of the plasma and b) the plasma edge.

._o extend fluctuation studies to longer wavelengths, a single channel extraordinary-

mode 140GHz reflectometer was installed at the end of the last operating period and$

uS now being upgraded to four channels. Initial results in ohmic discharges

:ndicate that fluctuation levels in the plasma core for kl < icm "I are very small,
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_/n < 10 -4, and increase monotonically with _nor radius to values of approximately

10 -2 at the edge of the plasma. Edge density fluctuations with k I - lcm "I and _/n
up to 10% have also been obse_ed near the inner wall using visible imaging of

a_ient Hs light (Zweben and Medley, 1989).

These initial results indicate that in o_ic discharges a peak in the fluctuation e

spectr_ _y exist between i < k I < 4cm "_. Experi_nts with the full complement of

reflectometry channels will be performed to complete the study of the

k-spectr_ and perfo_ a co_arison of the results of the different diagnostics in

different operating regi_s.

VIII. ROLE OF HD IN TRANSPORT

MHD activity plays an important role in determining plasma perfo_ance. For

example, perfor_nce of supershot discharges is found to be correlated with the

stabilization of the sawtooth instability and avoidance of low m/n activity.

Discharges with the highest values of density profile peakedness hav,a the longest

zonfinement times and are observed to be sawtooth stabilized. The beam power

required _o stabilize the sawtooth instability increases with decreasing q(a)

(Manickam e_ al., 1989). The confinement of high current (>2_) discharges has

been, thus far, impaired by the onset of sawteeth. ICH stabilization of sawteeth,

which was first demonstrated on JET (Ca_bell eC al. 1988), shows great potential

for extending the operating regi_ to higher current (Hosea eC al., 1990a, 1990b).

Recent experiments at modest powers (PNBI " Ii_ and PlCH " 3_) have demonstrated

. that it is possible to obtain supersho_ conditions with ICH and to stabilize the

sawtooth instability at relatively high current (2_), as shown in Fig. 14 (Phillips

ec al., 1991).
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Fig. 14 Sawtooth stabilization of a 2.0_ supershot plasma

produced with II_ of NBI and 3_ of ICH. [Rp - 2.62m,

_e -2.8 " i0!9m'3, D(bHe) regi_] .
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The propagation of heat after the crash phase of the sawtooth instability has been

studied Dy Fredrickson ec al. (1990) who have modified their previous interpretation

) iFredr!ckson er al., 1986) that the value of heat diffusivity, _Hp, from an analysis

3f the heat pulse, is larger than that from the power balance, _Ps. The recent

analysis shows that the temperature increases beyond the mixing radius after the

sawtoo_.h crash. This initial ballistic response has been modeled by a large !

Q transient increase in the heat diffusivity. The subsequent propagation of the heat

pulse after ".his redistribution is found to be in reasonable accord with a model

".hat assumes _HP , _S Whether the increase in the heat diffusivity accompanying

the sawtooth crash is due to magnetic stochasticity or due to an increased level of

_r_ft wave turbulence remains to be resolved. Nazikian e_ al. (1991) have observed

short wavelength, high frequency (-(o') turbulence in the region of the X-point of

t.he m - i is...-'ndduring the sawtooth crash.

Far more deleterious than sawtooth activity is the onset of low-m modes which have

set the operational boundaries of the su_ershot regime _n " (_/ (lp/aB T) < 2.7

(%mT/MA) and _p < 0.7 (McGuire et al., 1987; Bell et al., 1989). These

:nstabilities can result in either a sof_ _-collapse (n > i) or (less frequently) a

rapid disruption (n - i). In recent experiments (Navratil e_ al., 1990; Sabbagh er

al., !990 and 1991) the current was ramped down just prior to neutral beam injection

which significantly increased _i during the heating. This appeared to suppress the

!eleterious MHD activity and substantially extended the TFTR limits in both _n and

£_p at low plasn_ current. As shown in Fig. 15, _p was increased to 1.6 and _n to

4.7. Zn _he discharges with large values r Z E_p, a natural inboard poloidal
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" [i + _2]/2 where • is the plasma elongation. Contours

of constant _n appears as straigh_ lines as shown.
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i_vertor appeared. These discharges have enhanced confinement with _EI_ _ 3. This

enhancement _ends to increase as _p increases. Discharges in which the plash

current _s ramped down have the largest improvement over L-mode. This operating (

regime demonstrates that peaking the current profile can both increase the energy

zonfinement time and extend the tokamak operating regime.

:n addition to _ffecting the confinement of the background plash, _D instabilities

zan interact with the fast ions. Zweben eC al. (1990) have observed that the fusion

products are expelled from the plasma when large amplitude low-m instabilities are

present and during the crash of the sawtooth. This _D activity" does not appear to

De driven by the fast particles. However, since collective interactions driven by

fast particles, such as the fishbone instability, have been observed frequently on

smaller devices, there are concerns that during deuterium-tritium operation, alpha

particles could collectively interact with _D modes. An instability with a very

low predicted threshold (Cheng et al., 1990) is the toroidal Alfv&n eigenmode which

can be destabilized by the alpha particles with parallel velocity V s - V A . Wong ec

al. (199!a; 1991b) have recently perforn_Id a simulation exrerlment using neutral

oeams which is reported at this conference. At low toroidal field (-lT) and

(relatively) high density (_e - 2.5 _ 1019m -3) the theoretical condition for

Znstability V b - V A can be satisfied. Bursts of _D activity in the fre_ency range

of _he toroidal Alfv_n eigenmode were observed when the plasma density was

sufficiently high that Vb/V A > 0.7. The observed frequency scaled as the

theoretical fre_ency when varied over a factor of _wo by varying the plasma density
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and the toroidal field. Beam en_ssion spectroscopy was used to measure the mode

structure of the instability inside the plasma (a/2 < r < a) which was found to be

as expected for a global eigenmode. These experiments also showed a decrease in

neutron flux with the occurrence of the _ fluct_stion, indicating the loss of fast

beam ions from he plasma, as shown in Fig. 16. Initial estimates indicate that the

instability threshold is substantially higher th.ln the theoretically predicted

_hreshold; however, further theoretical work is in _rogress (Berk eC al. 1991).

IX. WALL CONDITIONING

Wall conditioning techniques have been and continu_ _o be a key element in _he

development of the enhanced confinemen_ regime in TFTR. Ohraic He concLiuioning snots

(Dylla ec al., 1987) continue to be used to maintain low recycling of the hydrogenic

species. Once the hydrogen recycling has been reduced, plasma performance becomes

well correlated with the level of CII impurity light from the target plasma.

Previous problems with carbon blooms during high-power supershots have been remedied

by replacing the graphite tiles in the high heat flux region of the toroidal lim/ter

with carbon-carbon composite tiles which have much higher thermal stress capability

(Ulrickson ec al. 1989, 1990). Further reductions in the influx of carbon were

achieved during the 1990 run by injecting lithium pellets prior to beam injection.

Snipes e_ al. (1991) at this conference describe the use of pellets to coat the

wa_Is with lithium. The result of the lithium injection is to decrease the

:ecycling of carbon and deuterltum leading to appreciable, and reliable, increases in

_he central ion temperature, total plasma stored energy, and peak neutron rate.

U_ng _his technique, th_ maximtun neutron source strength of S • 1016 neutrons per

second, corresponding to a D-D fusion power of 58kW, was achieved with 33MW of

heating power. In this discharge, the value of Qoo " 1.8 x i0-3 was among the

highest achieved on TFTR. Transport analysis indicates that the improvement with Li

pellet injection is mainly due to a reduction in the _on therraal diffusivity by 30 -

60% in the off-axis region 0.25 < r/a < 0.5. How a relatively m/nor change to the

plas_ boundary condition results in a significant change to the core transport

coefficients renu_ins a major unanswered question.
U

X. SU:_HARY

Transport studies in L-mode, supersb_ts and H-mode suggest :hat in discharges

without observable MHD activity, the underlying transport is caused by electrostatic

. e_ e_ __urbulence. The relationship between _e , _i , and the oarticle diffusivities

and the !imams placed on the convection multiplier indicate _hat strong _gnetic

stochasticitl does not govern transport. The experimental results also indicate

_hat existing _heoretical models need co be further developed. The observation of

long-scale-length fluctuations being correlated with confinement has significant

physical ran_fications. Further studies with acklitional diagnostics over a broader

parameter range during the next run will be conducted to explore these thought-

provoking results further. The nondlmensional scaling experiments indicate that

Bo_m-like scaling is a better description of the heat flux than gyro-reduced Bohm

scaling. This study also implies that long wavelength modes may account for the

major part of the observed transport. The current perturbation experiments have

shown t_at !_ scaling i _ not due to local changes in the q or _ profile, implying

that transport is non-local or that other parameters are subtl_ correlated and not

:on_rolled. Present resistive ballooning models as well as the Rebut-Lallia model

do not describe thes e results. These experiments also indicate that confinement can

, De controlled through the central current profile. Marginal stability imposed Dy

fluid models of ZTGDT has been tested by perturbation experiments which have

_emonstrated that a large increase in the ion heat chlffusivity does not occur when

the criteria for the onset of ITGDT are exceeded. These results indicate the need
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to include kinetic and toroidal effects in the analysis. Although the transport

studies have no_ yet succeeded in developing a reliable theoretically-based

predictive capability, they have significantly constrained _he theoretical models.

The transport stud/es have stimulated the developmen_ of new opera,ing regimes such

as the high-_p regime, and have demonstrated the importance of current profile

control in the next generation of machines. As always, there continues to be an

important role for exploration. The development of new wall coating _echniques

using lithium pellet injection has resulted in extension of the parameter range for

neutron source strength and for QDD in preparation for D-T experiments on TFTR.

Preparations are actively underway _o begin D-T operations in 1993. Those

experiments will be the natural consequence of the transport studies described here,

for no_ only will they build on these experiments, but they will also enable

transport _o be investigated in a new regime. For example, the simulation

experiments with neutral besun injection of the toroidal Alfv6n eigenmode showed _ha_

the in_erac_ion of MHD an_ _ast ions can be an important process. When extrapolated

to D-T, the experimental conditions achieved to date in TFTR will enable _he direct

s_udy of collectively driven alpha instabilities (Budny et al., 1991). These

instabilities could be important in the next generation of machines, BEX and ITER,

and will be studied on TFTR.
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